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 Symmetric (79 ,  27 ,  9)-designs Admitting a Faithful Action of a
 Frobenius Group of Order 39
 D IETER H ELD  AND M ARIO -O SVIN P AVC ä  EVIC ´
 In this paper we present the classification of symmetric designs with parameters (79 ,  27 ,  9) on
 which a non-abelian group of order 39 acts faithfully . In particular , we show that such a group
 acts semi-standardly with 7 orbits . Using the method of tactical decompositions , we are able to
 construct exactly 1320 non-isomorphic designs . The orders of the full automorphism groups of
 these designs all divide 8  ?  3  ?  13 .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION  AND B ASIC N OTIONS
 Investigations of symmetric block designs have found increasing interest in the field
 of combinatorics during the past decade . A few methods for the construction of
 symmetric block designs are known and all of them have shown to be ef fective in
 certain situations . Here , we shall use the method of tactical decompositions , assuming
 that a certain automorphism group acts on the design we want to construct . This
 method has been suggested and used by Zvonimir Janko [5] ; see also [4] , [6] and [8] .
 We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic facts of design theory . For
 introductory material see , for instance , [2] , [3] and [7] . Briefly , a symmetric design with
 parameters (79 ,  27 ,  9) is a finite incidence structure consisting of two disjoint sets  3  and
 @ , where the elements of  3  are called points and the elements of  @  are called blocks
 or lines ; furthermore ,  u 3 u  5  u @ u  5  79 . In addition , every block is incident with precisely
 27 points and every 2 points are incident with precisely 9 blocks . In this paper , for the
 sake of simplicity and without loss of generality , we shall say that a point lies on a
 block or that a block passes through a point if the point and the block in question are
 incident .
 It is known that symmetric (79 ,  27 ,  9)-designs exist . Namely , the existence of
 symmetric designs for all triples ( q d 1 1  2  q  1  1 ,  q d ,  q d 2 1 ) has been proved for  d  >  2 and
 q  a prime power greater than 2 ,  q  2  1 the order of a projective plane ; see [2] .
 If  g  is an automorphism of a symmetric design  $  with parameters ( y  ,  k ,  l ) ,  then  g
 fixes an equal number of points and blocks , see [7 , Theorem 3 . 1 , p .  78] . We denote
 these fixed sets by  F 3 ( g ) and  F @ ( g ) respectively , and their cardinality simply by  u F  ( g ) u .
 We shall make use of the following upper bound for the number of fixed points :
 u F  ( g ) u  <  k  1  4 k  2  l  .  (1)
 It is also known that an automorphism group  G  of a symmetric design has the same
 number of orbits on the set of points  3  as on the set of lines  @ ; see [7 , Theorem 3 . 3 ,
 p .  79] . Denote that number by  t .  If there exists a 1 – 1 mapping between the orbits of  G
 on  3  and the orbits of  G  on  @  such that corresponding orbits have the same lengths ,
 then we call the action of  G  on the design  $  semi-standard .
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 2 .  M ETHOD  OF C ONSTRUCTION
 Let  $  be a symmetric design with parameters ( y  ,  k ,  l ) ,  and let  G  be a subgroup of
 the automorphism group Aut( $  ) of  $  . Denote the point orbits of  G  on  3  by
 3 1 ,  3 2 ,  .  .  .  ,  3 t  and the line orbits of  G  on  @  by  @ 1 ,  @ 2 ,  .  .  .  ,  @ t . Put  u 3 r u  5  v r  and
 u @ i u  5  Ω i  .  Obviously ,
 O t
 r 5 1
 v r  5  y  and  O t
 i 5 1
 Ω i  5  y  .  (2)
 Let  g i r  be the number of points from  3 r  which lie on a line from  @ i ; clearly , this
 number does not depend on the particular line chosen . Similarly , let  G j s  be the number
 of lines from  @ j  which pass through a point from  3 s .  Then , obviously ,
 O t
 r 5 1
 g i r  5  k  and  O t
 j 5 1
 G j s  5  k .  (3)
 By [3 , Lemma 5 . 3 . 1 , p .  221] , our partition of the point set  3  and of the block set  @
 forms a tactical decomposition of the design  $  in the sense of [3 , p .  210] . Thus , the
 following equations hold :
 Ω i  ?  g i r  5  v r  ?  G i r  ,  (4)
 O t
 r 5 1
 g i r G j r  5  l Ω j  1  d i j ( k  2  l ) ,  (5)
 O t
 i 5 1
 G i r g i s  5  l v s  1  d r s ( k  2  l ) .  (6)
 For a proof of these equations , the reader is referred to [3] and [4] . Equation (5)
 together with (4) yields
 O t
 r 5 1
 Ω j
 v r
 g i r g j r  5  l Ω j  1  d i j ( k  2  l ) .  (7)
 D EFINITION 1 .  The ( t  3  t )-matrix ( g i r ) is called the orbit structure of the design  $  .
 The first step in the construction of a design is to find all orbit structures . If the
 number  t  is not too large , this can be done without the help of a computer . The second
 step of the construction is usually called indexing . In fact , for each coef ficient  g i r  of the
 orbit matrix one has to specify which  g i r  points of the point orbit  3 r  lie on the lines of
 the block orbit  @ i . Of course , it is enough to do this for a representative of each block
 orbit , as the other lines of that orbit can be obtained by producing all  G -images of that
 representative .
 3 .  A CTION  OF  THE F ROBENIUS G ROUP  OF O RDER 39
 We shall determine the action of the non-abelian group  G  of order 39 on a
 symmetric (79 ,  27 ,  9)-design  $  .
 L EMMA 1 .  Let  r  be an element of G with o ( r  )  5  13 . Then  k r  l  has precisely one fixed
 point and precisely one fixed block .
 P ROOF .  We know that the number of fixed points is the same as the number of
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 fixed blocks for the action of  k r  l  on  $  . Denote this number by  f .  Clearly ,  f  ;  1
 (mod  13) , and formula (1) for the upper bound for the number of fixed points yields
 f  P  h 1 ,  14 ,  27 j .  As  o ( r  )  .  l  ,  application of a result of M . Aschbacher [1 ,  Lemma 2 . 6 ,
 p .  274] forces the fixed structure to be a subdesign of  $  . But there is no symmetric
 design with  y  5  14 or  y  5  27 and  l  5  9 .  Hence ,  f  is equal to 1 .  h
 Since there is only one isomorphism class of non-abelian groups of order 39 , we may
 put
 G  5  k r  ,  s  3  r  1 3  5  1 ,  s  3  5  1 ,  r  s  5  r  3 l .
 Our next task is to determine the orbit lengths on the set of points and the set of
 blocks resulting from the action of  G  on the symmetric design  $  . The possible orbit
 lengths are 1 , 3 , 13 and 39 .
 L EMMA 2 .  There is no orbit of length  3 .
 P ROOF .  If false , then  r  would have at least 3 fixed points or 3 fixed lines which ,
 however , is not possibe .  h
 T HEOREM 1 .  The group G acts semi - standardly on  $ . There are precisely  7  orbits on
 points and on blocks , one of length  1 , and the other ones each of length  13 .
 P ROOF .  There are precisely three possibilities for the orbit lengths for the point set
 and the block set . These may be written as arrays :
 2 1  5  [1 ,  39 ,  39] ,  2 2  5  [1 ,  13 ,  13 ,  13 ,  39] ,  2 3  5  [1 ,  13 ,  13 ,  13 ,  13 ,  13 ,  13] .
 Of course , we may renumber the orbits , if necessary . As the number of components of
 2 i  and  2 j  are dif ferent for  i  ?  j ,  the group  G  acts semi-standardly on  $  . The case  2 1
 does not occur , as then it is impossible to construct the fixed block . If we are in the case
 2 2 , then there is no orbit structure . Namely , while trying to compute any two rows of
 the orbit structure which correspond to line orbits of length 1 and 13 , we obtain a
 contradiction to equation (7) . Thus , we are in the case  2 3 .  h
 In what follows we assume that  3 1 contains the fixed point and  @ 1 the fixed block of
 $  . Thus ,  3 3 i u  5  u @ i u  5  13 for  i  5  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  7 .  From the structure of  G  it follows that  G  acts
 faithfully on each line and point orbit of length 13 . For  i  .  1 we put
 3 i  5  h  p i 0 ,  .  .  .  ,  p i 12 j .
 Thus ,  G  acts on these point orbits as a permutation group in a unique way . Hence , for
 the two generators of  G  we may put .
 r  5  (0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  4 ,  5 ,  6 ,  7 ,  8 ,  9 ,  10 ,  11 ,  12)  and  s  5  (1 ,  3 ,  9)(2 ,  6 ,  5)(4 ,  12 ,  10)(7 ,  8 ,  11) .
 We immediately obtain the following .
 C OROLLARY 1 .  The element  s  of order  3  of G fixes precisely  7  points and  7  blocks of
 $ . Each block orbit contains a unique line stabilized by  s  .
 The following definition is basic for our construction of designs .
 D EFINITION 2 .  The set of indices of the points of  3 r  which lie on a fixed
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 representative of the block orbit  @ i  is called the index set for the position ( i ,  r ) of the
 orbit structure .
 In what follows , we are going to construct a representative for each block orbit ;
 namely , the line fixed by  s .  Clearly ,  s  acts on the intersection of  3 r  with the
 representative of the block orbit  @ i  .  Therefore , the numbers  g i r  are all congruent to 0
 or to 1 modulo 3 . We are now able to compute the orbit structures for  $  , and we
 essentially obtain precisely one such structure :
 1  13  13  0  0  0  0
 1  4  4  6  6  3  3
 1  4  4  3  3  6  6
 0  6  3  6  3  6  3
 0  6  3  3  6  3  6
 0  3  6  6  3  3  6
 0  3  6  3  6  6  3
 It is easy to see that the automorphism group of this orbit structure is isomorphic to
 the dihedral group  D 8 of order 8 . We shall use this fact to eliminate isomorphic designs
 during the indexing process . Here , an automorphism  x  of a matrix is a permutation of
 rows followed by a permutation of columns such that the application of  x  to the matrix
 leaves the matrix unchanged . It is clear that the set of all such automorphisms is a
 group , which we call the automorphism group of that matrix .
 4 .  I NDEXING  OF  THE R EPRESENTATIVES  FOR E ACH B LOCK O RBIT
 It is trivial to index—that is , to find the right index sets for—the unique element of
 @ 1 , as this is the fixed line of  $  under the action of  G  ; this element corresponds to the
 first row of the orbit structure . Thus , we consider only the right-lower (6  3  6)-submatrix
 of the orbit structure ; the first row and the first column of our orbit structure are not
 relevant to our construction . Denote that submatrix by  B  and its coef ficients by  b i j  ,
 1  <  i ,  j  <  6 .  Obviously ,  b i j  P  h 3 ,  4 ,  6 j .  We want to find all possibilities for the index sets
 for all the positions of the matrix  B .  We obtain these possibilities from the cycles of the
 permutation representation of  s .  Clearly , there are precisely four possibilities for the
 index set in case  b i j  5  3 or  b i j  5  4 and precisely six possibilities for the index set in case
 b i j  5  6 .  All together , we obtain precisely 14 index sets . We write them down and denote
 them by the non-negative integers from 0 to 13 :
 h 1 ,  3 ,  9 j  5  0 ,  h 0 ,  2 ,  5 ,  6 j  5  5 ,  h 1 ,  3 ,  7 ,  8 ,  9 ,  11 j  5  10 ,
 h 2 ,  5 ,  6 j  5  1 ,  h 0 ,  4 ,  10 ,  12 j  5  6 ,  h 2 ,  4 ,  5 ,  6 ,  10 ,  12 j  5  11 ,
 h 4 ,  10 ,  12 j  5  2 ,  h 0 ,  7 ,  8 ,  11 j  5  7 ,  h 2 ,  5 ,  6 ,  7 ,  8 ,  11 j  5  12 ,
 h 7 ,  8 ,  11 j  5  3 ,  h 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  5 ,  6 ,  9 j  5  8 ,  h 4 ,  7 ,  8 ,  10 ,  11 ,  12 j  5  13 .
 h 0 ,  1 ,  3 ,  9 j  5  4 ,  h 1 ,  3 ,  4 ,  9 ,  10 ,  12 j  5  9 ,
 We can easily compute the number of possibilities for the index sets that have to be
 checked for each block representative corresponding to the matrix  B .  For each of the
 first two block representatives , we obtain 4 4  ?  6 2  5  9216 , and for each of the other four
 representatives we obtain 4 3  ?  6 3  5  13824 possibilities .
 Now , one constructs the possible orbits of length 13 one by one . To do this , one
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 considers the rows of  B  and replaces the numbers  b i j  by index sets of appropriate size ,
 using the integer names for these index sets . For example , let us take the first row of  B .
 By making use of the ordering of the index sets , the first possibility for an orbit to
 check would be
 L 1 :  4  4  8  8  0  0 .
 One applies the group  k r  l  of order 13 to the index sets occurring in  L 1 and checks
 whether two dif ferent  k r  l -images have the right intersection , by adding up the
 intersection numbers for the six positions of  L 1  .  In this case , the intersection number
 should be 8 to be good , since the  G -fixed-point is not involved . If the intersection
 condition is satisfied , then we retain  L 1 ; otherwise , we discard  L 1  .  The next possibility
 to check would be
 4  4  8  8  0  1 ,
 and the last one for the first row of  B  would be
 7  7  13  13  3  3 .
 In this way , one obtains six sets which exhaust all the possibilities for the six block
 orbits , respectively , and which then have to be checked against each other for the
 intersection property .
 To reduce the number of possibilities and to eliminate isomorphic designs as soon as
 possible , we make use of the group generated by the mapping
 a  :  x  S  2 x (mod  13) .
 Clearly ,  a  induces an automorphism of order 12 of  k r  l  which commutes with  s  .  It is
 well known that such a group produces isomorphic designs [4 , Lemma 1 . 8 , p .  54] . The
 cycle decomposition of  a  on the 14 index sets is
 (0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  3)(4 ,  5 ,  6 ,  7)(8 ,  11 ,  13 ,  10)(9 ,  12) .
 Hence ,  a  acts as an element of order 4 on the set of index sets .
 We have thus used three means for reducing the output of isomorphic symmetric
 designs ; namely , the automorphism group of the orbit structure , the lexicographical
 ordering of the index sets to obtain an ordering of the orbit or block types and an
 ordering of designs (see example  L 1 —for a precise explanation of how one introduces
 such an ordering the reader is referred to [4]) , and the group generated by  a .  This
 proved to be enough to obtain only pairwise non-isomorphic symmetric designs .
 5 .  R ESULTS
 The computations outlined above have been left to a computer . A suitable program
 ran for approximately two hours on a workstation . Our main result is contained in the
 following .
 T HEOREM 2 .  There are exactly  1320  pairwise non - isomorphic symmetric designs with
 parameters  (79 ,  27 ,  9)  which are faithfully acted upon by a Frobenius group of order  39 .
 P ROOF .  The computer computations led to 1320 symmetric designs . For each
 design , we computed the statistics for the cardinalities of the intersections of every
 triple of pairwise dif ferent blocks . We obtained a maximal set of 1315 pairwise dif ferent
 statistics . Thus , in five cases , these statistics were not decisive . In these five cases , using
 a program written by V . Tonchev [9] , we computed the full automorphism groups of
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 these five designs and the full automorphism groups of their counterparts , and this was
 enough to see that all 1320 designs obtained are pairwise non-isomorphic .  h
 Application of V . Tonchev’s program to each of the 1320 designs resulted in the
 following statistics for the full automorphism groups of these designs :
 u Aut  $ u  39  78  156  312
 Number  of  designs  326  612  310  72
 As an immediate consequence of this table , we obtain the following .
 C OROLLARY 2 .  Up to isomorphism there are precisely  326  symmetric designs with
 parameters  (79 ,  27 ,  9)  that admit the Frobenius group of order  39  as full automorphism
 group .
 From [8] , we obtain the following .
 C OROLLARY 3 .  Up to isomorphism there are precisely  72  symmetric designs with
 parameters  (79 ,  27 ,  9)  the full automorphism group of which is isomorphic to the direct
 product of a Frobenius group of order  39  with a dihedral group of order  8 .
 P ROOF .  S . Pfaf f [8] has shown that there are at least 72 symmetric designs with
 parameters (79 ,  27 ,  9) on which the above direct product acts faithfully .  h
 6 .  S OME E XAMPLES
 It would be too much to list all 1320 designs we have constructed . Nevertheless , we
 want to present four examples of (79 ,  27 ,  9)-designs that have pairwise dif ferent orders
 of their full automorphism groups . We choose these examples in such a way that they
 are lexicographically first in the ordering mentioned above . We present these designs as
 (6  3  6)-matrices the entries of which are index sets ; here , the starting point is the
 matrix  B  introduced earlier . It is not dif ficult to produce the complete incidence
 matrices for these designs .
 E XAMPLE 1 .  u Aut  $ 1 u  5  39 ; Aut  $ 1  .  Frob 3 9 :
 4  4  8  8  0  2
 4  4  2  2  12  8
 12  2  8  2  12  2
 12  2  2  8  0  8
 2  12  8  2  0  8
 0  13  0  12  13  0
 Statistics of intersection of every 3 blocks :
 Points  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9
 Triples  338  4654  18  616  37  219  14  443  3224  507  52  0  26
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 E XAMPLE 2 .  u Aut  $ 2 u  5  78 ; Aut  $ 2  .  Frob 3 9  3  Z 2 :
 4  4  8  8  0  0
 4  4  2  2  12  12
 11  3  8  2  10  1
 11  3  2  8  1  10
 3  11  8  2  1  10
 3  11  2  8  10  1
 Statistics of intersection of every 3 blocks :
 Points  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9
 Triples  416  4186  18  902  38  116  13  416  3484  286  260  0  13
 E XAMPLE 3 .  i  Aut  $ 3 u  5  156 ; Aut  $ 3  .  Frob 3 9  3  E 4 :
 4  4  8  8  0  0
 4  4  2  2  12  12
 11  3  8  2  10  1
 11  3  2  8  1  10
 3  11  8  2  1  10
 3  11  2  8  10  1
 Statistics of intersection of every 3 blocks :
 Points  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9
 Triples  312  3016  20  904  39  832  9516  4524  832  104  0  39
 E XAMPLE 4 .  u Aut  $ 4 u  5  312 ; Aut  $ 4  .  Frob 3 9  3  D 8 :
 4  4  8  8  2  2
 4  4  2  2  8  8
 9  3  10  1  10  1
 9  3  1  10  1  10
 3  9  10  1  1  10
 3  9  1  10  10  1
 Statistics of intersection of every 3 blocks :
 Points  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9
 Triples  780  3120  18  460  41  392  11  232  3068  676  312  0  39
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